
A forceful name throughout the Southwest for fans of trippier techno
styles, Lindsey Herbert spread her influence throughout the region,
consistently appearing beside A-list names in the busy scenes of LA

and San Francisco from 2015 to the present. 
 

A resident first of Robot Ears and now Direct to Earth, San Francisco’s
most important events for true techno, she likewise appears for top-
flight LA promoters like Observe, Synthetik Minds, 6AM, and others,
steady domestic and international headlining dates, and is currently

cultivating the scene deeper south and west following her move to
Phoenix as an unofficial resident of Techno Snobs. 

 
Making her solo production debut in 2019 on LA’s Ascetic Limited,

she’s since doubled down on releases, with recent drops on US
underground stalwarts Blank Code, Northern Parallels and Crisis of

Man, as well as more European and South American imprints centered
around hard strains of techno: Noise Manifesto, Planet X, NECHTO,

TMM Records, Gomboc, Seclusion, Granular Spectrum, CommonSense
to name a few, plus more to come!
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PROFILE

GEAR SET

UP

TRAVEL

REQUIREMENTS

GEAR

CHECKLIST

CATERING

LINDSEY 
HERBERT

Food

Drinks

◇ Any style of nice comfortable restaurant

◇ No fast food 

◇ Vegetarian or Vegan

◇ 4 x bottles of still water 

◇ 2 x Red Bull or Club Matte

◇ One (1) Allen & Heath Xone 92/96 mixer for the

own use of the Artist only

◇Four (4) Pioneer CDJ-2000nxs2 or CDJ 3000,

linked with LAN cable

◇One (1) movable input EU socket for 220 volts

(Type F)

◇Two (2) high quality monitor speakers placed

left and right of the Artist at shoulder height or

above

◇The artist must be able to control the monitor

level from the DJ- mixer (monitors connected to

the DJ- mixer)

Planet X,  NECHTO Records

Phoenix, US

◇ If at the event there aren't any monitor

speakers, or they are not working correctly,

meaning they are suffering from feedback / delay

and/or distortions and no replacement can be

found, artist will NOT preform

◇ Soundcheck will be required no later than two

hours before the beginning of the event

◇ Monitor power must be derived from a power

source other than that of the housesystem

during the performance

◇ Absolutely NO direct spotlight on the artist. The

artist prefers dim atmosphere with light on mixer

only

F L I G H T S

◇  Luggage : 1 x personal item +

Carry on (10kg)  or 1pc Checked

luggage 

◇ Seating: Window (preferred)

◇ Airline: Star Alliance  

◇  Departure city: Phoenix, US

H O T E L

◇  Hotel: 4 * minimum 

◇ Airbnb: Yes 

◇ Bedroom: Superior double

room  

◇ Preference: Near venue or city

centre


